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ELMA DANGERFIELD  CBE 
 

 

 

Mrs Dangerfield, the founder and, for decades, the dynamo of the European-Atlantic 
Group was not born to that role fully formed, so to speak; her life beforehand was a 
fertile loam from which it sprang.  The foundations and effervescence accompanying 
the early days of the Group are writ large in its History on this website including a pen 
portrait of Elma in her later years but the story of her young womanhood is remarkable.  
Plaudits accorded her such as being a European Woman of Achievement made little 
or no reference to her moving in royal circles, or in MI6 before and during WW2 or her 
association with Dame Rebecca West, later on the Ladies Committee of the E-AG and 
with whom Elma went on holidays, and Muriel Spark, to name but two luminaries.   

The material below helps sets the record straight.  In private letters the brother of the 
future King, the Duke of Windsor, HRH Prince George of Kent, writing to a mutual 
friend, comes across as warm-hearted about Elma after relatively carefree days in the 
Far East before the war; then, with skies darkening, the picture of him that emerges, 
despite recent media innuendo, is not of one in sympathy with Britain’s enemies.  Elma 
went on to found the Whitehall News and was instrumental in alerting the world to the 
horrors on the European stage in front of the Iron Curtain.  Her useful work with MI6 
is recorded in the extract below of the magisterial and riveting account by Dr Stephen 
Dorril in ‘MI6: Fifty Years of Special Operations’. The frontispiece of Elma’s book, 
‘Beyond the Urals’ with Rebecca West’s memorable foreword follows, then an extract 
about Elma from Muriel Spark’s autobiography.  Elma never made it into Parliament, 
her Liberal leanings foredooming her two electoral chances. More detail is below. 

JG  
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Prince George of Kent writing about his god-daughter, the daughter of Lt-Cdr and Mrs Dangerfield 
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Prince George of Kent writing about the recovery from illness of Elma’s daughter, Gay; reminiscing 
about halycon days in Hong Kong, and his pleasure that Great Britain now has allies in the war and 

with divers observations 
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The concern of Prince George of Kent about Elma and his sadness on the death of her husband 
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Prince George of Kent writing about the decease of Elma’s husband, and admiringly of Elma, and 
the times shared in Hong Kong 
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Prince George of Kent writing on personal matters, dismissing a possible assassination attempt 
and evincing sympathy for Elma 
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Prince George of Kent writing on private matters and hoping that war can be averted 
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A letter from the Duke of Windsor about the death of his brother 
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Envelope to Elma from Prince George of Kent.  Elma destroyed his letters to her - one did not 
break silence over private dealings with Royalty - but kept this envelope. 
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The following extracts are in the magisterial and riveting account in 
‘MI6: FIFTY YEARS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS’ by Stephen Dorril, 
published by 4th Estate ISBN1-85702-093-6 
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Pages 439-446
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Extract from Curriculum Vitae by Muriel Spark   

 

‘…. I had a part time job in the very lively office of European Affairs.  
This was a magazine for and about Eastern European Affairs and its 
exiles.  Our offices were often full of members of shadow cabinets 
and vociferous exiles from Poland, Rumania, Russia, huddled always 
in their overcoats. It was run by Elma Dangerfield, a clever English 
Society woman, and Monty Radulovitch, a Montenegrin journalist 
who had written a book on Tito.  I was full time for a while, and then 
I had to explain that I could only do three days a week.  Monty 
Radulovitch accepted this offer although Elma Dangerfield, his 
partner, was against it.  She was a creature of the ‘thirties, petite, 
with a short, tight, head-hugging coiffure and short, thin, body-
hugging dresses….Elma wanted to refuse my offer of three days’ 
work a week and Monty (…in his typical phraseology) said ‘Elma, you 
regret thees’.  Elma gave in and I stayed….’ 
 

 

 

Background on Elma Tryphosa Dangerfield CBE 11.10.1907 – 22.01.2006  

 
She was the daughter of Henry Birkett and Hannah Mullenaux Findlay.  She was 
born in Liverpool but brought up partly in Manila, China, and Japan. She was 
educated in England at Beaufort School, Camberley, and University College 
London. In 1926 she married Edward Dangerfield. They had one daughter. 
She was Secretary, then Director of the Byron Society from 1971. 

Political career 

 
She was the Director of the European-Atlantic Group. She was a member of Royal 
Institute of International Affairs, and a Fellow of the Institute of Directors. She 
contested Aberdeen South in the United Kingdom general election of 1959.[2] She 
was Director, of the United Kingdom Council of the European Movement. She was 
Joint Executive Editor of European Review. She contested elections in Aberdeen 
South in 1959 Hitchin as a Liberal. 
 
Publications 
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Her works include the play ‘Mad Shelley’ (1936), ‘Byron and the Romantics in 
Switzerland’ (1978). and ‘Beyond the Urals’ (1946) published by the British League 
for European Freedom. She wrote a series of articles published in the magazine ‘The 
Nineteenth Century and After’ reporting on the extermination of the gypsies and 
Jews during World War II.   
(See her articles with Michael Rees in the Byron Journal 
https://liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk/contributors/Dangerfield,%20Elma/?view=journ
al  ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

OBITUARIES  
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Elma Dangerfield 
INDEPENDENT    Writer and campaigner 

Tuesday 24 January 2006 01:00 

Elma Tryphosa Birkett, journalist, writer and campaigner: born 
Liverpool 11 October 1907; OBE 1960, CBE 2002; Secretary, then 
Director, Byron Society 1971-2006; married 1926 Edward Dangerfield 
(died 1941; one daughter); died London 22 January 2006. 

Elma Dangerfield was an energetic participant in London political, literary, 
and business life for more than 60 years. Until housebound by declining 
health, she attended a social occasion almost every weekday evening. Many 
of these events she had devised and organised herself, in one of her several 
guises, as co-founder of the European-Atlantic Group, perhaps, or re-founder 
of the Byron Society: lectures in hotels in central London, dinners in the 
Houses of Parliament, lunches in the City. 

She knew everyone who mattered - and had often known their fathers and 
mothers too - but few who encountered her in recent decades appreciated 
quite how remarkable her earlier life had been. She disliked talking about the 
past, partly to conceal her great age, and it was for the same reason, I suspect, 
that her name did not appear in reference books although she was appointed 
OBE 46 years ago. Until the end, she was full of new ideas and ambitious 
projects for the future. 

Born in Wavertree, Liverpool, in 1907, Elma Birkett spent her earliest years 
in the Philippines and Hong Kong, where her father was a banker. In a 
fragment of unpublished autobiography, she recalled the luxury and 
loneliness of colonial life, the endless exchanges of social visits, polo, golf, 
and cards, the omnipresent servants, the lavish presents - she was given a 
pony by an admirer of her mother who later became her stepfather. She wrote 
too of finding her own private refuge in the dream worlds of the English 
Romantic poets. When the Armistice was declared on 11 November 1918 
Elma was crossing the Pacific on an ocean liner on her way to boarding 
school at Cheltenham Ladies' College. 

At the age of 19 she married Edward Dangerfield of the Royal Navy, the 
Flag Lieutenant to the then Duke of Kent on the China Station, and the 
couple lived wherever the Navy sent him - Singapore (where she was 
presented to the future King Edward VIII on his Empire tour), the Admiralty 
in London, and staff college in Greenwich. 
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Her husband, described as eternally boyish and enthusiastic, with a taste for 
theatre and ballet, had served throughout the First World War - his ship was 
torpedoed in 1914 when he was 14. In 1939, when the Second World War 
began, he was the youngest captain in the Navy, destined, it was assumed, 
soon to be a great admiral and have his bust in Trafalgar Square, alongside 
those of Jellicoe and Beatty. However, in January 1941, when about to take 
command of a new ship, Captain Dangerfield died after a short illness, 
leaving Elma a widow with a 12-year-old daughter. 

For a time she worked in the Admiralty and in MI9, a branch of the 
intelligence services. But soon, like many well-connected ladies, she was 
mobilised into the war effort, writing on current affairs within the censoring 
constraints of the Ministry of Information. At that time, she was already the 
published author of a play, "Mad Shelley": a dramatic life in five acts (1936), 
and Ian Dalrymple had based a film on a story by her, Radio Lover (1936). 
She was assigned to keep in touch with the Polish community in exile, 
connections she maintained for the rest of her life. 

In 1943, Elma Dangerfield was the named author of a series of chilling 
articles in the liberal monthly The Nineteenth Century and After, reporting in 
extraordinary detail on the extermination of the gypsies and the Jews, and 
giving a full account of the rising in the Warsaw ghetto. Based on dossiers of 
reports from inside the country, these articles are still relevant to the 
historical question of how much the Allied governments knew, and why they 
did not divert air power from the bombing of cities. 
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Obituary of Elma Dangerfield in THE INDEPENDENT on  24th January 2006 
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Obituary of Elma Dangerfield in THE TIMES 

 

 Elma Dangerfield, CBE, writer and campaigner, was born on October 11, 1907. She 
died on January 22, 2006, aged 98 

Intellectual powerhouse embroiled in the literary, political and social life of Britain for 
more than 60 years 

 

ELMA DANGERFIELD, to those who knew her or merely met her, could seem like a 
force of nature. Pertinacious, single-minded, formidable, she would take “no” for an 
answer only when it issued from her own lips. She was a daughter of Empire, both as 
to her background and her social attitudes. Grafted on to these attributes were a fine 
intellectuality, a keen political interest and a flair for organisation.  

As an author, her works were admired by aficionados and experts; as founder and 
honorary director for 50 years of the European-Atlantic Group and for 32 years of the 
Byron Society, she cut perhaps a greater dash in the influential political and academic 
circles she so admired.  

Born Elma Birkett in Wavertree, Liverpool, in 1907, she spent much of her childhood 
in the Far East. She cherished memories of her amah, or nanny, in Manila. Her father 
was connected with Jardine, the trading company, and a doyen of the Hong Kong 
stock exchange. It was said that when a financial crisis threatened the savings of 
investors, he all but bankrupted himself in honouring obligations that were not, strictly 
speaking, his.  

In later childhood and her teens Dangerfield stayed with her uncle, Sir Thomas Birkett. 
One of his family seats was a vast mansion in Scotland. A cousin was the Lord Birkett 
of legal lore1; Dangerfield described an episode in which she saw him bring a coffin 
into court and lie down in it, his forensic point backed up by a showmanship that was 
much to Dangerfield’s taste.  

Her husband, Captain Edward Dangerfield, used to joke that he needed to get back to 
his desk at the Admiralty for a rest after the social whirl of a weekend with Elma. A 
personal friend of the Duke of Kent, he died of phlebitis in 1941, a tragedy for Elma 
and their daughter, Gay, aged 12 years, and damaging for the war effort: he had been 
in the process of commissioning the cruiser HMS Dido.  

Dangerfield continued to move in the smartest of sets. Though she rarely stooped to 
gossip about celebrities, she abhorred vanity and once characterised the Duchess of 
Argyll by her way of never passing a mirror without stopping. Dangerfield herself, tiny 
and — to judge by her numerous male admirers — captivating, appeared not to give 
a thought to her appearance after having daubed on her make-up.  

 
1 Justin Glass submitted this Obituary to ‘the Times’ who printed it as sent with two minor alterations.  Several 
years later he met a grand-daughter of Lord Birkett who discounted knowledge of Elma being family.   
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During the war she had liaison jobs at the Admiralty, and with MI9 and the Ministry of 
Information. She was involved behind the scenes with delegations from Eastern 
Europe.  

Her researches and contacts led her to write Beyond the Urals, with a preface by 
Rebecca West, a chilling insight into what befell deportees and dissidents in the hands 
of the communists. Her articles in The Nineteenth Century and After were among the 
first to alert a wider public to the extermination by the Nazis of Gypsies and Jews.  

Her friendship with Sir Edward Hulton resulted in contributions to Picture Post; her 
editorship later in the European-Atlantic Review with the Earl of Bessborough, Sir 
Edward Beddington-Behrens and Lord Layton among others drew her to subjects so 
diverse that she even explored in print the unconscionable way that the flower of British 
maidenhood was inclined to fall headlong into the matrimonial embrace of foreigners. 
Behind these apparent preoccupations was a concern for the future of Europe and in 
particular the need to endorse the power of the Council of Europe.  

Aside from more direct forays into politics — she once stood for Parliament as a 
Liberal, something of a lost cause at the time — she formed, with colleagues in 1954, 
the European-Atlantic Group. Her view was that Europe and America needed more 
institutions in place as amicable meeting grounds for parliamentarians and opinion-
shapers from both sides of the Atlantic.  

Lord Layton had been instrumental in inviting US and Canadian politicians to debate 
with European parliamentarians in Strasbourg, and suggested to Dangerfield that she 
should start a group in London with leading representatives of all the Anglo- European 
and Anglo-US and Canadian societies in London. She had been assisting him over 
human rights issues in Strasbourg and, on returning to London, she approached Lord 
Abinger and other peers, MPs, academics, economists and journalists. The group was 
founded in London at Abinger’s London house, with the first meetings held at the 
Anglo-Belgian Club. She remained a director of this group until the end of her life, but 
was also a co-founding member of other groups with comparable objectives, whose 
influence is still felt today, namely the British-Atlantic Group (forerunner to the Atlantic 
Council of the UK) and the Mid-Atlantic Group.  

Dangerfield’s literary pursuits were as dear to her as those of her political career. Her 
Byron and the Romantics in Switzerland (1978) is a model of concise writing, as is her 
play Mad Shelley. Her penchant for organisation led her to re-found the moribund 
Byron Society in 1972, together with Dennis Walwin Jones, and they remained 
partners until his death (in 1975)2.  

The society under her helm was an eclectic mix of blue bloods and notable academics. 
Its programme, devoted to every aspect of Byron’s poetry and life, was and is a tribute 
both to Dangerfield’s interests and her organisational genius. She was for many years 
editor of The Byron Journal, and its reputation as a serious publication assisted in the 
rehabilitation of the poet’s reputation.  

The powerhouse that was the HQ of both societies, and the human dynamo that was 
Dangerfield, has been recorded under light disguise by Muriel Spark. It was not just 
the lowly who stood in awe of her. The list of presidents and ministers and notables 

 
2  Dennis Walwin Jones’s memorial stone is in Putney Vale cemetery, in front of the tomb of Henry Birkett (d. 
1932). Its inscription is more a CV than an epitaph, including his roles as Founder of the E-AG and Byron Society 
and as the Director-General of the European League of Economic Cooperation; and the European Movement 
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who have addressed the European-Atlantic Group over the years does scant justice 
to the unrelenting determination with which Dangerfield so often secured their 
attendance.  

In the early 1970s, when OPEC held the West to ransom over oil prices, Sheikh Ahmed 
Zaki Yamani, the Saudi Oil Minister, wished to bow out of his engagement as a 
speaker. “If you do not come, it will be an insult to this country,” he was informed, 
before finally capitulating to the Dangerfield coup de grâce: “And the Palace will have 
to be told!” Dangerfield was appointed OBE after the group mounted the tenth 
anniversary celebration of the founding of NATO at Guildhall; the Duke of Edinburgh, 
who attended as a guest of honour again at the 30th anniversary, replied to the 
question: “What do you need to do to have a place in the roped-off enclosure?” by 
saying: “You have to know Mrs Dangerfield.”  

For services to international relations, she was advanced to CBE when in her nineties.  
In 2000 she was given a European Woman of the Year award3.  

She died on Lord Byron’s birthday. Members of the Nottinghamshire Byron Society4, 
in their annual celebration on this day, drank a toast in tribute to an extraordinary 
woman.  

She is survived by her daughter. 

 

  

 
3 This award was given by the European Union of Women 
4 Elma re-founded the London Byron Society in 1972 with Dennis Walwyn-Jones as treasurer and grandees in 
her circle if not of her political persuasion such as, later, Michael Foot, the former Labour leader with who Elma 
went on holiday.  The imposing list on the Byron Society letterhead was almost such as to rival that of the 
Group 
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Obituary of Elma Dangerfield in THE DESPATCH 

 

 

 

 

 

 


